
Federal involvement in and control of the investigations 

of the major political assassinations beginning with that of 

John Kennedy is a little known and rs*ely understood reality. 



search, the F.B.I. failed to turn. 0 a second pistol.,,-The 
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is strange for a judge 

upheld the law was paralleled 

by Other legat-eminenCes, for example the late 	Bickel, 

renowned as an export on Constitution law took a similar 

po74ion and wai impelled b`,.4a:tever drove him to incredible -, 

stupidities in an Offoft to support 4t, one example is his 

claim in cle in COmmentarYIUgaiina'in196.6 that a 
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were content for Memphie and Shelby County to appear to 

control the caseo  

scenes:- 

There is, of course, right and proper for an extradition 

from a foreign land to be handled for the state by the federal 

government. But, it was: not right or proper for the federal 

govertMent to have any except ansilary involvement in the King 

assassination, then Only in the investigation without the claim 

to what everyone in Washington iniisted,there was note conspiracy. 

There could have been proper federal jurisdiction if anybody 

*in authority had alledged in a charge that there had been a 

conspiracy to kill Dr. King. ftrder is a federal crime only 

if it is committed in the course of violating someones aril 

rights. It then is a crime under federal law only if it is 

part of a ConSpiracy. Once RaY was identified as long as it 

took the B.B.I. it did file conspiracy charges not in Memphis, 

but in Birmingham. They were laughable =lex except this is a 

very grim matter. There was never any basis for it. It was 
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The King assassination could have been a federal case only under the conspiracy 

provision of the Civil Rights Act. Murder was a crime in Memphis, not Washington, with 

this one exception. There was no FBI jurisdiction except under the Civil Rights Act. 

On April 17, 1968 it filed a conspiracy charge in Birmingham, bedgeboiky It then did nothing 

abput this conspiracy charge. Instead it preteneded there was no evidence of any 

conspiracy. 

By then the FBI knew it had no case. It was more than happy Ear of appears as no 

more than the helper of Memphis authorities. It left the prosecution to them, with all 

of the liabilities of a non-existing case against the lone accured, Ray. 

Handling extradition from a foreign country is, of course, properly the responsi- 

bility of the federal government, acting for the state or states. 
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(Details of these consequences are in all six of my books on the JFK assassination. 

What is most relevant to the direct results of the forcible removal of the corpse from 

the only jurisdictien in which any crime was committed is the deplotable state of the 

medic4o-legal evidence. It ranges from undependable and non-existing to deliberately 

false. All of Post Mortem deals with the medico-legal and related evidences, as do 

the chapters The Number of Shots" and "The Doctors and the Autopsy" of Whitewash: The  

Report on the Warren Report.) 

Among the immediate results of Washington's seizure Of the JFK case is the total 

absence of anything that can without shame be described as an autopsy and the continuing 
reports 

secrecy enforced by the FBI over the weemitig of all other testing relating to the shooting. 

The evidence of a competent autopsy and of careful, precise testing the results of which 

are set forth in clearly-stated reports are basic in any criminal investigation. They 

are essential in establishing the corpus delecti or the body of the crime.My efforts 

to force the FBI to make these reports secret have not succeeded after 11 years. bac:kW 

Bad there been a trial the FBI's records would have been subject to critical examination 

in court if it was used in court. 



For example, when Arthur Bremmer shot Alamaba Governor George Wallace is during the 

1972 presidential campaign it was at Laurel, Ritryland. There are reports that in forcing 

the local prosecutor to turn the evidence over to it the FBI's agents gabbed and shook 

the local prosecutor. The FBI did get and did search Bremmer's car, after which it 

returned the car to local authorities. When the local police made their search of the car 

they found an extra pistol the FBI had missed. Yet prior to time its search of the Bremmer 

auto the FBI had found ammunition to fir the second pistol, not the one Bremamer used 

in his Milwaukee appartment. 


